
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of .NET specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for .NET specialist

Support new technology or system upgrades through gathering
requirements, developing and executing system tests, providing readiness
sign off, and supporting all aspect of implementation
Train and coach new associates on daily and weekly exception reports
Direct or manage systems in order to deliver new technology or system
upgrades through gathering requirements, developing and executing system
tests, providing readiness sign off and supporting all aspects of
implementation
Train and coach new Net New Assets associates on daily and weekly
exception reports
Be the local champion for queries pertaining to Net Fares - this entails liaising
with suppliers and various internal teams to ensure net fares are loaded,
marked up and distributed as required provide effective regular
communication to the markets in order to raise awareness of our NET FARE
programmes
Provide exceptional on-going client support by handling inquiries such as
Engage clients in discussions involving market conditions and trends, provide
investment education and guidance, empowering them to make well
informed decisions that align to their goals and objectives
Demonstrate energy, empathy, and problem-solving skills while delivering
unparalleled value and outstanding service to our clients via the phone or in
live help handling approximately 50 to 100 inbound client inquiries daily (this
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Partner with a supportive leader who is focused on development and
coaching
This position may also participate in activities such as installing, deploying,
configuring, testing and documentation

Qualifications for .NET specialist

Required 5+ years in designing technical strategy, technical, architecture,
data architecture, development architecture, performance tuning,
performance and capacity analysis
5+ years of related investment management industry experience
Demonstrates in-depth knowledge of product construction, rules and
regulations, sales and marketing approach, and services offered
Demonstrated experience collaborating and working effectively with a variety
of associates and as part of a team
Comprehensive knowledge and experience with Microsoft Windows
operating systems (Windows 2008, 7 or after)
Comprehensive knowledge and experience with Microsoft SQL Server
database, and/or Oracle Database


